
Hydrogen: 

Facts and 

fantasy



Hydrogen is an element; it exists naturally as a molecule. Each hydrogen molecule is made up of two

hydrogen atoms. The chemical formula for hydrogen is H2. 

Hydrogen can provide energy by being burnt, or by being reacted with oxygen in a fuel cell. 

When hydrogen is used, the only exhaust gas produced is water vapour. 

In this sense, it is a clean fuel.

What is hydrogen? 

However...

Hydrogen is an energy carrier - it must be produced

from something else. 

Almost all (99%) hydrogen today is produced from fossil fuels, emitting

830MtCO2 each year - the same as the entire annual emissions from

Indonesia and the UK combined. 



Produced through electrolysis using renewable

energy. It is the only type of hydrogen with no

emissions during its production (except waste

heat). 

Green hydrogen

Produced using natural gas. As natural gas is a

fossil fuel, producing grey hydrogen leads

produces climate-damaging carbon emissions. 

Grey hydrogen

Is grey hydrogen, but with Carbon Capture and

Storage equipment used during production.

Blue hydrogen

Poduced by splitting natural gas into its

components, hydrogen and carbon by pyrolysis.

This is induced by high temperature obtained

from electric heating. Instead of CO2, solid

carbon is produced, which is then materially

bound. This technology is at an early stage and

can potentially be coupled with nuclear energy. 

Turquoise hydrogen

Produced by high temperature steam from

nuclear power or via electrolysis from nuclear

electricity, therefore with the associated

environmental risks linked to nuclear power. 

Purple hydrogen

Credit: Face to face with hydrogen The reality behind the hype, EEB. 

The Hydrogen Rainbow

https://mk0eeborgicuypctuf7e.kinstacdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/EEB-Hydrogen-Position-Paper-FINAL.pdf


Hydrogen production costs

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2020



EU gas infrastructure is not ready for hydrogen. 

Current pipelines can carry hydrogen 'blended'

with natural gas, but no more than 5%

hydrogen - huge investments would be

needed to retrofit existing infrastructure

The EU has overbuilt gas infrastructure: there is

already more capacity to import gas than is

needed, and demand for gas is expected to drop

drastically (must be phased out by 2050 in EU)

So gas companies know they have potentially

stranded assets

Much less hydrogen infrastructure will be

needed, compared to current gas infrastructure

Gas v Hydrogen

Infrastructure



Hydrogen: The Ladder



Is hydrogen the best

solution to heat our

homes?

Phasing out fossil fuels to win the race to zero-

emissions buildings 



How much energy do we use at home?

Source: Eurostat, ECOS, Five years left: How Ecodesign and Energy Labelling can decarbonise heating 

https://ecostandard.org/news_events/the-eu-must-phase-out-new-fossil-fuel-heaters-by-2025-or-will-not-reach-climate-neutrality-on-time-new-coolproducts-report/


Which energy do we use in our homes? 

Final energy consumption of natural gas

by sector in EU-27 (2014) 
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Sources: European Environment Agency, Eurostat  

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/final-energy-consumption-by-sector-10/assessment
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Energy_consumption_in_households


If Europe wants more than half its emissions by 2030, it

needs to cut emissions from buildings by 60%. (EU own

assessment)

Boilers have on average a life of 22-25 years. If by 2050

Europe wants to be climate neutral, no fossil fuel boilers

should be installed after 2025 (ECOS study, IEA net-zero

by 2050 report)

It is not possible to transition to clean energy and end using

fossil fuels, if gas use in homes represents a huge portion

of the energy needs. 

Why it matters and what's the

urgency? 

Does it make sense to use hydrogen boilers to

go toward zero-emission heating? 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcebs.apms5.com%2Fanywhere%2Fm%3Fs%3Decf4%26m%3Ds_bf39ed2d-f8b0-47c8-a9e7-6d1791b71561%26u%3De1jq4wvfdtfm6cj375330ha65mtkee9p5mu42c9m5n0m6ha15n1k6d9h6d338e1n6t2kg%26r2%3Dd1u78w3k78qjytb35tjqawkfe1gjwtbn5xhprubdc4qq6ubmcntjyrvcd5pp2bv6d5p6awtfcnujurvcd5pp2x355ngp6x39dxq2yt3fcdtjyubde1gp6x2zcnq2ww34cr%26n%3D28&data=04%7C01%7Caldine.furio%40europeanclimate.org%7Cd6af53c47da442cecfa208d8f29b0322%7Ca23ec020e96348748d152e2a34e0288d%7C1%7C0%7C637526094891884836%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=yZNPIzp5WV0BlhX1TQt%2FLZWhW2%2F7oplmKACgjrf4rw4%3D&reserved=0
https://ecostandard.org/news_events/the-eu-must-phase-out-new-fossil-fuel-heaters-by-2025-or-will-not-reach-climate-neutrality-on-time-new-coolproducts-report/
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050


It will be twice as expensive for a

family in 2050 to heat its home with a

renewable hydrogen boiler than with a

renewable electric heat pump.

Even with hydrogen produced through

gas and CCS (and if gas costs become

higher), it would still be cheaper to use

a heat pump.

Even it the cost of an hydrogen boiler

could be cheaper, hydrogen production

and transportation will make energy

bills higher. 

Will hydrogen lead to higher energy bills? What's

the impact on low-income households? 

Source: International Council on Clean Transportation

https://theicct.org/publications/hydrogen-heating-eu-feb2021


Is hydrogen for heating a wasteful  use of energy?   

 Producing “green hydrogen” from renewables is

extremely wasteful compared with using

renewable power directly to run heat pumps.

Heat pumps are 3-5 times more energy efficient

than hydrogen boilers because instead of losing

energy in production, they generate energy by

making use of heat in the outside air, water or

ground. 

It is highly unlikely that we would be able to build

so many wind turbines and solar panels to produce

green hydrogen for heating, which would require

5X more renewables than what it is needed for

heat pumps.

https://energymonitor.ai/sector/heating-cooling/heat-pumps-are-on-the-rise-in-europe


Going beyond 5% blending would require expensive

grid and appliance retrofits, resulting in also the

increase of fixed network costs. 

Hydrogen is a different gas with different properties

and the conversion for domestic use isn't an easy

task, with  costs falling on consumers. 

Complex and expensive infrastructure
conversion

The use of hydrogen-mix boilers perpetuates the use

of gas for heating. (gas lock-in)

Blending hydrogen with gas won't significantly help

meeting the required emission reductions.  

It delays the deployment of cheaper, ready-to-use,

cleaner alternatives. (Over 16 million heat pump units

have been installed. )

Is it that easy and good for climate to use hydrogen for heating?   

A delaying tactic from industry?

100% hydrogen boilers aren't ready yet and the

production of green hydrogen is almost inexistent. 

Boiler manufacturers and gas companies are

developing 'hydrogen-ready' boilers that could run

on blended hydrogen and then switch to hydrogen

only when available.

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f11/blending_h2_nat_gas_pipeline.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f11/blending_h2_nat_gas_pipeline.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/760508/hydrogen-logistics.pdf
http://www.stats.ehpa.org/hp_sales/country_cards/


An EU law that sets targets for the share of renewables in Europe. It addresses also how to increase the uptake of renewables in

heating and cooling. (Revised proposal in July, finalised end of 2021)

European leaders will use extra recovery cash provided by the EU for energy infrastructure and building renovation. (on going)

The Ecodesign regulation can phase-out the least-efficient heating appliances such as gas boilers. If the Energy label downgrades

gas boilers to the lowest energy class (F and G), it would incentivise the uptake of cleaner technologies. (in progress)

Renewable Energy Directive

National recovery plans and subsidies for home renovation

Ecodesign directive and energy label regulation

The main EU law to renovate and decarbonise buildings. Among other measures, Member States need to have long term strategy on

renovation and buildings should have energy certificates. (EU proposal for revision in the Fall)

What to watch out for...

Energy Performance Building Directive



Resources (EU\Europe)

Think thanks working on buildings and energy efficiency at the EU

level, including Building Performance Institute Europe, Regulatory

Assistance Project, International Council on Clean Transportation

Organisations with expertise on appliances standards, also oriented

at the impact on consumers: ECOS, European Environmental Bureau,

The European Consumer Organisation (and their national members) 

Stakeholders and civil society coalitions focusing on buildings, such

as the Right to Energy Coalition, Coalition for Energy Savings and the

European Alliance to Save Energy, Renewable Heating and Cooling

Alliance. Also environmental civil society organisations at national

level

Other data: Eurostat (energy prices, energy poverty levels), Renovate

Europe campaign (socio-economic benefits of renovations),

International Energy Agency

 

https://www.bpie.eu/
https://www.raponline.org/key-issues/energy-efficiency-demand-response/
https://theicct.org/
https://ecostandard.org/
https://eeb.org/
https://www.beuc.eu/
https://righttoenergy.org/
https://energycoalition.eu/
https://euase.net/
https://www.renewableheatingandcoolingalliance.org/
https://www.renovate-europe.eu/


Is it the golden age for hydrogen in transport?

Hydrogen in

transport: a game

changer?



What is the role of hydrogen in transport?

Mobility is currently the smallest component in the entire

hydrogen market, representing less than 0.1% of global

demand.

https://www.woodmac.com/press-releases/green-hydrogen-cost-to-halve-by-2030---a-boost-to-south-koreas-hydrogen-ambitions/


For cars and vans: other solutions exist

 Battery electric cars and vans are a much more efficient use of energy and

hydrogen powered ones should not be the priority.



For trucks: only for long distance

 For trucks doing urban

and regional deliveries,

battery electric lorries

are more efficient and

cheaper to run. 

Long-haul, heavy-payload

trucks will be cheaper to run

using hydrogen fuel cells

than diesel engines by 2031.

source: Bloomberg NEF

https://data.bloomberglp.com/professional/sites/24/BNEF-Hydrogen-Economy-Outlook-Key-Messages-30-Mar-2020.pdf


For aviation and shipping: how close are we?

Hydrogen is the missing link in

Europe’s strategy to decarbonise

planes and ships where

electrification is not an option. 

Need to boost the production and

supply of sustainable alternative

fuels for aviation and shipping.



Opportunity to identify road freight urban nodes,

hotspots of freight activity in Europe with refuelling

infrastructure. 

XXX

The Revision of the  Trans-

European Transport Network

(TEN-T) -Q3

AFID will set national targets to deploy

infrastructure across Europe. 

-focus on electricity and green hydrogen

infrastructure to be coherent with the EU Green

Deal’s climate ambitions. 

The Revision of the

Alternative Fuels

Infrastucture Directive  -July

What to watch out for 


